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Dear Friends,  

I am happy to bring to you the present issue of The Sunlit 

Path.  

Living Words point to unmistakable light of our inner lamps.  

Integral Education describes the basic lesson of true 

education.  

Integral Life gives an insight about essential oneness 

between scientific and artistic development.  

Integral Action delineates the problem and hints about the 

solution for a collective harmonious development.   

 

With Sincere Regards,  

 

Dr. Bhalendu Vaishnav                 15 October, 2012  
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Living   Words 

When The Inner Lamps Are Lit... 

Sri Aurobindo 

THE SOUL, THE PSYCHIC ENTITY, 

THEN MANIFESTS ITSELF as the central being which 
upholds mind and life and body and supports all the other 
powers and functions of the Spirit; it takes up its greater 
function as the guide and ruler of the nature.  

A  GUIDANCE, a governance begins from within which 
exposes every movement to the light of Truth, repels what is 
false, obscure, opposed to the divine realisation:  

EVERY  REGION OF THE BEING, every nook and corner 
of it, every movement, formation, direction, inclination of 
thought, will, emotion, sensation, action, reaction, motive, 
disposition, propensity, desire, habit of the conscious or 
subconscious physical, even the most concealed, camouflaged, 
mute, recondite, is lighted up with the unerring psychic light,  

THEIR CONFUSIONS dissipated, their tangles 
disentangled, their obscurities, deceptions, self-deceptions 
precisely indicated and removed;  

ALL IS PURIFIED, set right, the whole nature 
harmonised, modulated in the psychic key, put in spiritual order.  

This process may be rapid or tardy according to the 
amount of obscurity and resistance still left in the nature, but it 
goes on unfalteringly so long as it is not complete. (1)  
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kpQu L¡$mhZu : 1 
rQÐ‘yfyj“y„ op“ 

îu dpspÆ 

 

Ap‘Zu A„v$f rQv¹$ìep‘pf“y„ S>¡ L¡$ÞÖ R>¡ s¡“¡ Ap‘Z¡ "rQÐ‘yfyj' (Psychic) L$luiy„. Ap‘Zp 
A[õsÐh“y„ DÑdp¡Ñd kÐe rQÐ‘yfyj“u Ap‘Zu Ap Ap„sf h¡v$u D‘f d„X$pe¡gy„ R>¡. rQÐ‘yfyj 
A¡ kÐe“¡ ÅZu iL¡$ R>¡ A“¡ s¡“p¡ Aprhcp®h L$fu iL¡$ R>¡. A¡V$g¡ Ap‘Z¡ A¡ rQÐ‘yfyj“u 
Ap‘Zpdp„ fl¡gu D‘[õ’rs rhj¡ kQ¡s“ b“uA¡, A¡“p Ap kp„r“Ýe D‘f Ap‘Z¡ A¡L$pN°sp 
âpàs L$fuA¡, A“¡ s¡“¡ Ap‘Z¡ dpV¡$ A¡L$ Æhsu lL$uL$s b“phu gCA¡ A“¡ s¡“u kp’¡ 
Ap‘Zu sv¹$ê$‘sp kp^u gCA¡ A¡ M|b S> dlÒh“y„ R>¡. 

 

 ApS> ky^udp„ Ap rQÐ‘yfyj“y„ op“ d¡mhhp“u s’p s¡“u kp’¡ A„s¡ sv¹$ê$‘sp âpàs 
L$fhp“u A“¡L$ ‘ÙrsAp¡ S>Nsdp„ ep¡Åe¡gu R>¡. A¡dp„“u L¡$V$guL$ ‘ÙrsAp¡ Q¥srkL$ âL$pf“u 
R>¡, L¡$V$guL$ ^prd®L$ fus“u R>¡ sp¡ L¡$V$guL$ e„Ó S>¡hu õ’|g âL$pf“u ‘Z R>¡. Apdp„’u L$C ‘Ùrs 
L$p¡“¡ A“yL|$m “uhX$i¡ s¡ Mfy„ Å¡sp„ sp¡ lf¡L$ ìe[¼sA¡ ‘p¡s¡ S> ip¡^u g¡hp“y„ R>¡. A“¡ 
Ap‘Zpdp„ Å¡ kpQu A“¡ [õ’f Acuàkp li¡, A¡L$ AõMrgs A“¡ kq¾$e k„L$ë‘ li¡ sp¡ 
Ap‘Zp gÿe“¡ ‘lp¢Qhp dpV¡$ S>ê$f“u klpe L$p¡C “¡ L$p¡C fus¡ Ahíe dmu Aphi¡. Ap 
klpe kp^L$“¡ L$p„ sp¡ bpü fus¡ N°„’p¡“p AÝee“dp„’u ep sp¡ Nyfy“p D‘v$¡idp„’u dmu Aph¡, 
ep sp¡ Ap„sqfL$ fus¡ s¡ s¡“¡ A¡L$pN°sp L¡$ Ýep“ Üpfp, ep sp¡ s¡“u kdn kÐe“p âpL$V$é Üpfp 
A“¡ kÐe“u A“yc|rs Üpfp ‘Z dmu Aph¡.  
 
Ap bpbsdp„ dpÓ A¡L$ S> hps S>ê$f“u R>¡ : Ap ‘fd sÒh“¡ ip¡^hp dpV¡$“p¡, s¡“p¡ 
kpnpÐL$pf L$fhp dpV¡$“p¡ k„L$ë‘. Ap ip¡^ A“¡ kpnpÐL$pf A¡ S> Ap‘Ï„ kp¥’u â’d L$pe® 
b“u fl¡hy„ Å¡CA¡. Ap‘Zp d“dp„ A¡ hps ×Y$ ’C S>hu Å¡CA¡ L¡$ Ap rkqÙ A¡ A¡L$ A¡hu 
sp¡ dlpd|gp dp¡su S>¡hu R>¡ L¡$ S>¡“¡ Nd¡ s¡ qL„$ds¡ ‘Z Ap‘Z¡ d¡mhhu Å¡CA¡. A¡V$g¡ sd¡ 
Nd¡ s¡ L$pe® L$fsp lp¡, Nd¡ s¡ âh©rÑ L¡$ L$pd^„^p¡ L$fsp lp¡, ‘Z sdpfp Æh““p kÐe“¡ 
ip¡^hp dpV¡$“p¡ k„L$ë‘, s¡ kÐe kp’¡ A¡L$ê$‘ ’C S>hp“p¡ k„L$ë‘ kv$p e¡ sdpfpdp„ Æh„s b“u 
fl¡hp¡ Å¡CA¡, sd¡ S>¡ L$p„C rhQpfsp lp¡, s¡ kh®“u ‘pR>m A¡ k„L$ë‘ kv$pe lpS>f fl¡hp¡ 
Å¡CA¡. 

Ap Ap„sf rkqÙ“u q¾$ep“¡ k„‘|Z® L$fhp dpV¡$ sd¡ sdpfp dp“rkL$ rhL$pk âÐe¡ ‘Z ‘|fsy„ 
Ýep“ Ap‘p¡ A¡ Cô$ R>¡. (2) 

(Continued..) 

Integral Education 
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Scientist and Artist 

The Mother 

How is it that in people occupied with scientific studies artistic imagination is 
lacking? Are these two things opposed to each other? 

Not necessarily. 

In general? 

They do not belong to the same domain. It is exactly as though you 
had what is called “a torchlight”, a small beacon-light in your head at the 
place of observation. Scientists who want to do a certain work turn the 
beacon in a particular way, they always put it there and the beacon remains 
thus: they turn it towards matter, towards the details of matter.  

But people with imagination turn it upward, because up above 
there is everything, you know, all inspirations of artistic and literary things: 
this comes from another domain. It comes from a much more subtle domain, 
much less material. So these turn upward and want to receive the light from 
above. But it is the same instrument. The others turn it downwards, and it is 
just a lack of gymnastic skill. 

It is the same instrument. It is the same power of a luminous ray 
upon something. But as one has made it a habit of concentrating it in a 
certain direction, one is no longer supple, one loses the habit of doing things 
otherwise. 

But you can at any time do both the things. When you are doing 
science, you turn it in one direction and when you do literature and art, you 
turn it in the other direction; but it is the same instrument: all depends on 
the orientation.  

Integral Life 
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If you have concentration, you can move this power of 
concentration from one place to another and in every way it will be effective. 
If you are occupied with science, you use it in a scientific way, and if you want 
to do art, you use it in an artistic way.  

But it is the same instrument and it is the same power of 
concentration. It is simply because people do not know this that they limit 
themselves.  

Essentially, from the general point of view, particularly from the 
intellectual viewpoint, the most important thing is the capacity of attention 
and concentration, it is that which one must work at and develop. From the 
point of view of action (physical action), it is the will: you must work and 
build up an unshakable will. From the intellectual point of view, you must 
work and build up a power of concentration which nothing can shake. 

And if you have both, concentration and will, you will be a genius 
and nothing will resist you. (3) 
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Collective Development 

 
The Mother 

 

THE CONDITIONS in which men live on earth are the result of their 
state of consciousness.  

To seek to change these conditions without changing the 
consciousness is a vain chimera.  

Those who have been able to perceive what could and ought to be 
done to improve the situation in the various domains of human life—
economic, political, social, financial, educational and sanitary—are 
individuals who have, to a greater or lesser extent, developed their 
consciousness in an exceptional way and put themselves in contact with 
higher planes of consciousness. But their ideas have remained more or less 
theoretical or, if an attempt has been made to realise them practically, it has 
always failed lamentably after a certain period of time; for no human 
organisation can change radically unless human consciousness itself changes.  

Prophets of a new humanity have followed one another; religions, 
spiritual or social, have been created; their beginnings have sometimes been 
promising, but as humanity has not been fundamentally transformed, the old 
errors arising from human nature itself have gradually reappeared and after 
some time we find ourselves almost back at the point we had started from 
with so much hope and enthusiasm.  

Also, in this effort to improve human conditions, there have always 
been two tendencies, which seem to be contrary but which ought to 
complement each other so that progress may be achieved. The first 
advocates a collective reorganisation, something which could lead to the 
effective unity of mankind. The other declares that all progress is made first 
by the individual and insists that the individual should be given the 
conditions in which he can progress freely. 

Integral Action 
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Both are equally true and necessary, and our effort should be 
directed along both these lines at once. For collective progress and individual 
progress are interdependent. Before the individual can take a leap forward, at 
least a little of the preceding progress must have been realised in the 
collectivity. A way must therefore be found so that these two types of 
progress may proceed side by side. 

... 

The most important idea is that the unity of the human race can be 
achieved neither by uniformity nor by domination and subjection. Only a 
synthetic organisation of all nations, each one occupying its true place 
according to its own genius and the part it has to play in the whole, can bring 
about a comprehensive and progressive unification which has any chance of 
enduring 

And if this synthesis is to be a living one, the grouping should be 
effectuated around a central idea that is as wide and as high as possible, in 
which all tendencies, even the most contradictory, may find their respective 
places. This higher idea is to give men the conditions of life they need in 
order to be able to prepare themselves to manifest the new force that will 
create the race of tomorrow.(4) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Victory is to the most enduring. 

The Mother 
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